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Contexts

•Trained in computer science with 
emphasis on AI, 1991-95

•Became a historian from 1995 onward

•Have written about many aspects of the 
history of computing, including A New 
History of Modern Computing (MIT, 2021)
• Big book: about 185,000 words

•Currently writing AI: A Concise History for 
the MIT Press Essential Knowledge Series.
• Small book, around 40,000 words

•Challenge: how to compress almost 70 
years of complex history



Structure of talk

1. AI: The Birth of a Brand

2. Why Call AI a Brand?

3. Why Wouldn’t the Brand Die?

4. Comparisons



1: The Invention of a Brand



Computers vs. Brains

• John von Neuman’s First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC (1945) explains the 
architecture of the modern computer with
• Organs
• Neurons
• Stimulation
• Excitement

•Proto-cybernetic
approach



Giant Brains, 1949

•This book predates the AI brand 
by six years, BUT

•All digital computers are already 
thinking because switches and 
neurons do the same things

•Also includes speculation on 
computers displacing skilled 
workers with automated
• machine translation
• speech recognition
• psychological therapy. 



Minimal definition for 
thinking machines

^ “Simon”, a build at home project from Giant Brains
🡪 GENIAC, an “Electronic Brain” kit sold from 1955



Dartmouth Summer Research Project, 1966

•Proposal funded by the Rockefeller Foundation

•Approx 20 people attended, most for short periods

• Including four men later viewed as the cofounders of AI
• John McCarthy (right rear)
• Herbert Simon
• Allen Newell
• Marvin Minsky (center rear)





When does a computer think?
•Proposal suggests that 

The study is to proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of 
learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely 
described that a machine can be made to simulate it. An attempt will be made 
to and how to make machines use language, form abstractions and concepts, 
solve kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and improve themselves.

•Ambivalent on whether existing computers were thinking or not.

•But Simon described his Logic Theorist in early 1956 as follows: “Over 
Christmas, Al Newell and I invented a thinking machine.”
• i.e. the computer was not thinking until they programmed it to prove 

theorems
• Likewise Turing’s 1950 suggestion of playing the “imitation game”



The AI agenda of the 1960s to 1990s
• Symbolic approach wins out over neural networks

• Computers manipulate symbols representing knowledge of the world according to 
algorithmic rules

• By early 1980s, all mention of connectionism purged from leading textbooks

• Search as the core technique
• Effort to find general purpose reasoning methods that work across tasks

• Though specific tasks were selected as test cases

• Assumption that the human brain works the same way
• Codified in Newell & Simon’s “Physical symbol system hypothesis”

• By the 1970s, increasing focus on knowledge representation and its 
difficulties
• In part as a response to criticisms of naive focus on reasoning methods by 

Weisenbaum, Dreyfus, and others



Btw, the “First AI Winter” Never Happened

•Now widely claimed that the 1970s were 
a period of decline in AI, following the 
1973 publication of the Lighthill Report in 
the UK
• But membership in ACM’s SIGART increased 

from 1,241 in 1973 to 3,500 in 1978
• Also important period for publication of 

textbooks and mainsteaming of AI into 
computer science curriculm

• See my article in December’s 
Communications of the ACM.



AI was intertwined with Computer Science

•Minsky, McCathy, Newell, Simon are among first 10 ACM Turing Award 
winners

• Three centers for AI research in the US by 1960s
• MIT (Minsky, McCarthy)
• Stanford (McCarthy) & Stanford Research International
• Carnegie Mellon (Newell & Simon)

• Computer Science programs & depts develop in parallel
• DOD ARPA is biggest funder of computing projects in 1960s
• AI labs receive extensive funding, esp. MIT with Project MAC

•MIT, Stanford, CMU still the three highest ranked CS programs today

• (Focus of “Conjoined Twins”, my June 2023 CACM contribution)



2: Why Call AI a Brand?



Not Pejorative

• I study the history of capitalism and know brands are important

• Lots of things have brand-like qualities
• History of Computing
• Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
• Ethical Investing
• Critical AI

• In a sense all disciplines and subfields are brands
• But artificial intelligence is unusually vague about what specific approaches it 

references
• Major discontinuities across time



Brands Demarcate Ownership

• Literal meaning to designate ownership
 of livestock

•Commercial brands are tightly managed
 and controlled

•McCarthy himself later wrote that “one of the reasons for 
inventing the term `artificial intelligence’ was to escape 
association with ‘cybernetics.’ … I wished to avoid having 
either to accept Norbert… Wiener as a guru or having to 
argue with him.” 

(www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/reviews/bloomfield/bloomfield.html)



AI scope and agenda was set by a small group

•Pamela McCorduck, Machines Who Think
Nine invited papers were given at the 1977 International Joint AI Conference: 
three by Simon and his former students Ed Feigenbaum and Harry Pople; one 
by Feigenbaum’s own student Doug Lenat; one by Minsky and one by 
McCarthy. She noted that MIT, Stanford, SRI and Carnegie Mellon dominated, 
“with the representation from other laboratories being sparser than might have 
been expected in a field that had grown from the ten Dartmouth pioneers in 
1956 to nearly a thousand registrants in 1977.”

•Of 7 AI textbooks published 1971-77, all 8 authors had MIT or 
Stanford degrees



Brands Sell Things

•The AI branding sold
• Research projects to funding agencies
• Labs and degree programs to students

•And during the boom of the 1980s and the current moment
• Startup companies to investors
• Research groups to companies
• Funding initiatives to national governments



Brands Compete for Market Share



Brands are Aspirational

•And so was the entire project of 
AI
• A discipline named after its 

unobtainable objective



Brands Impute Qualities

•Rather than having to evaluate 
the specific object we judge it 
from the qualities associated 
with the brand

•AI brand on a system imputed a 
connection to cognition and a 
larger mission



Brands Unite Otherwise 
Distinct Things





Similar situation with AI

•Applied to a discontinuous range of activities
• Justifies even a small project with limited goals as a step towards the grand 

promise of the AI brand as a whole

•All were originally things humans could do and nobody had yet 
figured out how to program computers to handle

•But whether specific work was AI branded has more to do with the 
people, institutions and funding sources than technical content
• A* search
• Speech recognition
• Theorem proving



Brands Outlive Specific Products

•Brands evolve over time, deemphasizing or 
eliminating the product lines that they were 
originally applied to.
• IBM, Nokia, Netflix, HP, etc.

• Similarly the AI brand narrowed to include only 
symbolic AI from the 1970s to the 1990s
• Connectionist approaches were branded as pattern 

recognition, deep learning, machine learning, etc.
• Within the last decade the situation the AI brand has 

flipped. 



(Brands Can Be Tarnished)



“AI Winter” warned of in 1984
•AAAI Panel on ”The Dark Ages of AI”: Drew McDermott warned of a 

feeling of “deep unease” that excessively high expectations for AI “will 
eventually result in disaster.” 

“To sketch a worst case scenario suppose that five years from now the strategic 
computing initiative collapses miserably as autonomous vehicles fail to roll. The 
fifth generation turns out not to go anywhere, and the Japanese government 
immediately gets out of computing. Every startup company fails. Texas 
Instruments and Schlumberger and all other companies lose interest. And 
there’s a big backlash so that you can’t get money for anything connected with 
AI. Everybody hurriedly changes the names of their research projects to 
something else.”

•All that happened by 1989, BUT…



The 1990s AI Winter is Real, but 



Today the AI Brand is Selling Better Than Ever

• The Economist suggests 
that AI hype is the only 
think keeping US stock 
rally alive
• Nvidia became 6th 

company with trillion 
dollar market cap
• A very old brand taking 

over from tired new ones 
like
• Web 3.0
• Blockchain
• Defi
• Big Data



AI & ML have even overtaken “Computer Science”



3: Why Wouldn’t the Brand Die?
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Let’s Compare vs. Business 
Computing



Electronic Data Processing

• First used mid-1950s
• Introduced by IBM to unify 

computing (EDP) with 
conventional punched card 
equipment (DP)
• Tom Watson Jr: 

“[T]he very name that we have 
applied to our jobs—Data 
Processing,” suggested Watson, 
implied a new focus on the 
provision “of relevant facts on a 
timely basis, on a basis equal or 
better than our business 
competitors.”
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Management Information Systems

•Coined in 1959 by American Management 
Association group
• “The Continuing Seminar on Management 

Information Systems”
• Elites of the “systems”, management consulting 

and computer vending communities

• “Totally Integrated Management Information 
System” 
• All information, instantly, all managers, whole 

firm
• System include models, forecasts, projections
• Used directly by top executives





Succession of hyped brands here too



Cashless Society

•Closest to AI trajectory, as hot in 1970s, 1990s and 2010s

•Perhaps because of the vagueness – unlike, say, EFTPOS describes the 
future by what won’t be there.



Constant Quest for the New Thing

•Most computing brands have a limited half life
• Taint of failure
• Or just become the old new thing

• AI is old and failed to live up to its promises decade after decade

• Herb Simon, 1960: "within the near future-- much less than twenty-five 
years--we shall have the technical capability of substituting machines for 
any and all human functions in organizations." The “problem-solving and 
information handling capabilities of the brain” would be duplicated “within 
the next decade." 

• AI critics were vocal in pointing this failure out from the 1960s onward

• So, why is AI still such a gigantic brand?



Is it the connection to science fiction?



AI Concerns anchored 
in SF narratives?

• Idea that rational, self 
aware, superhuman 
machine intelligence is 
arriving now

•AI branding taps into this 
narrative in a way that 
“knowledge based 
system” or “large 
language model” 
doesn’t.



4: Continuities and Discontinuities

20TH CENTURY AI CONTEMPORARY AI

Hugely hyped Spectacularly hyped

Needs fastest computers Needs fastest computers

Loose connection of tech to cognition Loose connection of tech to cognition

Mostly academic Mostly commercial

Government funded Investor funded

Symbolic Connectionist

Heuristic search Statistical prediction

Humans usually formulate rules System trains itself from mass of data

Knowledge coded explicitly Knowledge dispersed over connection weights

Rarely applied outside lab Widely applied on big tech platforms



Specific Reaction to GPT Chatbots

•The Turing Test has loomed large in popular and philosophical 
discussion of AI since the 1950s
• Even though AI researchers have been playing it down since the 1970s

•Defines intelligence on basis of the ability to mimic a human in 
conversation
• Which we seem primed to accept as proof
• Famous case of ELIZA – absurdly simple, but illusion of conversation proved 

captivating

•CHAT GPT-4 is described as a Large Language Model
• But clearly is packaged specifically to fool people into believing it has 

human-like qualities



Published 2021!



AI Has Been Many Things Over Time

•We look to ground AI in long histories… today often of statistics.

•But this tends to take one facet of what is, or has been, called AI and 
essentialize it as standing for the whole.

• In my short book I am focusing on the core AI story
• The AI brand and how it’s evolved over time
• The specific techniques and technologies that have been branded as AI
• AI as a subfield of computer science with textbooks, college courses, etc.

•A short history that speaks to many long histories.


